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ABsf,RAqr

The clinopyroxene crystal structure adequately
acco-_unts for tle preferential development of the
[001[zone growth forms over the non_.prism,
forms, and of 1ltt1 and {001} over {111} and
{101}, respectively. [110]* and [010] are shown rc
be directions of diffrcult gfowth and this is consis_
t€nt wittr tle habits associated with rapid crvstal-
lization. The familiar feathery augite dendrites
$eyelon parallel to (010), acicular, ,keletal grains
Demg merely transverse sections. The available
compositional data on sector-zoned clinopyroxene
are- marked by inconsistencies and a satisfactory
explanation for this phenomenon has not yet beenpresented.

RfuUM€

Ia structure cristallirc clinopyroxdne rend
Tppte ad6quatement du d6veloppement pr6f€ren-
tiel des formes de croissance de G zone tOOflfu,
rapport aux formes de nonJ,prisme,,,_et de {llll
et {001} par rapport A {lll} et {iOt}, resDec_
uvement. [1101*. 

", 
[010] sont d6montr6s corlme

€tant des indications de croissance difficile et ceci
est en accord avec les habifudes associ6es i uue
cristallisation rapide. Irs dendrites familtibre,
d'augite duveteuse se d6veloppent paralldlement b(010); Ies grains skeleftiqueJ lcicuiaires 6taniou_
remeDt et - simplement des sections transversaies.
lcs donn6es de composition dtsponibles sur !a
cMopyroxene de zone de secteur sont soulign6es
d'inconsistences et nne explication satisfaisanii ae
ce phdnombne n'a pas encore 616 pr6sen16e.

Clraduit par le journal)

TNTRoDUcTIoN

lhe growth habits of clinopyroxene vary quite
markedly, covering the entirJ range of 6q.iunt,
tabular,_ prismatic, acicular, fibrous, ophitic, ske_
Ietal, dendritic and spherulitic. The piesent
paper is largely an examination of the irvstal-
structure constraints on the crystal growth of
clinopyroxene when it is uninhibited"by other
solid phases. A brief introduction to 

"various
concepts of equilibrium and nonequilibrium

"Ttq 
growth has already been given in a

related paper on olivine (Fleet fS*). Aspests

of the crystal growth of clinopyroxene consid-
ered in lhe present study are (i) equfibrium
forms, (ii) habits associated with rapid crystal-
lization and (iii) sector-zoned clinofyroxene.

Eeun rsRrur"t Fonrvrs

Winchell & Winchell (1951) suggest the fol-
lowing common forms for Ca-rictclinopyrox-

:ne:  {100} ,  {010} ,  _{110},  {0O1},  {101} ,
{111}, {111} and {Z2I}. A survey cf this
pyroxene in the minelsl collection of the De-
partmelt of Mineralogy and petrology, IJniver-
sity of Cambridge, revealed one o-tler form,
l_31_1), well-developed in a diopside from 5e
Kalb, New York. There is a very wide varia-
tion in their- developmeot although most py-
roxene crystals show some degree of elongation
?arallel !o the c-axis. Tabular habits miv be
due to e i ther . {010}-or  {100} ,  ana i t fOi"maydevelop to the ex-clusioir of these'pinacoiCat
forms. The [001]-zone forms may be termin_
ated, dominantly, by {@t } and l iOt; or 1i t f 1and { I I I } or Uy codrbinitions bf tfiem. How_
ever, the examples given by Winchell & Winchell
(1951, Figs. 290 to 293) aie fairly representative
of the usual combinations of forms. Fossible ad-
ditions to these would be the augite, from Nord-
mar\9n,-Sweden, rrhich has long prisms with
equally-develope{ {100} and {010i terminated

ry {901] and {101}, and skarn diopside from
Ala Valley, Pieinoni, Italy, which has tabular
prisms with {100} developed more than {010},
terminated by {ltr}, {Zzt) ano 1lori. rne
latter are somewhat reminiscent of the platy
whisl<ers of diopside which occur as quencir
prodtrcts in certain hydrothermal experiments
(MacRae 1974). These are elongate parattet to
the c-axis and are platy parallel to (iOO), with
width:thickness ratios of about 10:1.. In sum-
mary then, whilst the .prism, forms (those in
the tQll zone) tend to dominate, only 17Zly
ana lltt) of the non-,prism, forms can be con-
sidered as less important.

Ca-rich clinopyroxene has the diopside struc-
tyq in which the Si,O tetrahedra form single
chains arranged in pairs parallel to the c-axis
so tlat the M(l)-site coordination octahedron
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Fro. 1. The orystal structure of diopside showing the probable compositions of faces of {110}' {010}'
{100}, {001} and {101} (dashed lines) and tle possible composition of faces of {110} Gtippled
lines): M(1) atoms, medium circles with dot; MQ) atoms, medium open circles; overlapptng M(1)'
M(2) atoms, medium circles with bar; Si, small closed circles; 0, large open circles.

and the M(Z)-site coordination polyhedron are
formed, respectively, largely by apical and basal
oxygens (Frg. 1). The stereochemistry of the
M-site cations has been discussed by Fleet
(1914). \\e M(2) cations are eight-fold co-
ordinated and hence, for cations of the same
valence, MQ)Q bonds are proportionately
weaker than M(l)-O bonds. There are no di-
rest lateral bonds between the Si,O tetrahedral
chains which are the dominant feature of the
structure and, as is well-known, the resulting
voi& are responsible for the good {110} cleav-
age. The structure also allows for easy cleav-
age on {010} and to a lesser extent on t100}.
These cleavages are imperfect only because
stress in the plane normal to tfre c-axis is re-
lioved so reaclily by rupture parallel to {110}.

The existence of the common forms of Ca-
rich clinopyroxene can be rationalized quite
satisfactorily assuming that possible crystal faces
are those which have a rninimum surtace ener-
Cy (with few unsatisfied bonds) and which do
not have marked growth steps. The probable
growth surfaces of {1O0}, {010} and {110} are
shown in Figure la. A second growth surface
for {110} is also shown. However, although it
is slightly stepped, the former is the more
probablo since it intemrpts largely relatively-
weak M(2)-O bonds: this pint is particularly
significant for M(2)+ M(l)"* pyroxene. Also,

tle greater development of the 'prism' forms
suggests that the Si,O tetrahedral chains are
parallel to a direction of easy growth and that
it is the bridging role of the cations rn the M
protosites (terminology after Nakamura, 197t)
that retards growth normal to the c-axis. M(2)
will be less efficient as bridging cations in the

{110} growth surfaces than M(1) since they
dre dssociated with larger and more irregular
polyhedra rrhich are lars likely to develop in a
way leading to continuation of the structure.
Because the Si,O tetrahedral chains are 'added"

laterally to the fases of {010} (FiC. 1a), the
bonding between these growth layers is mini-
mal. Thus both [110]* and [010] could be direc-
tions of relatively difficult growth. The probable
growth sudaces of tle noilprism' forms (Figs.
1b and 2) must all include terminated Si,O te-
trahedral chains. The growth surfaces of {001}
and {101} are apparently quite similar. Both
contain equal numbers of. M(I) and' M(2) pro-
tosites. However, because the M-site polyhedra
are tilted forward in the clinopyroxene struc-
ture, the M-protosite polyhedra in the {001}
growth surfaces are formed largely of oxygens
attached to the crystal (the M(1) polyhedron
having five crystal oxygens and the M(2) bav-
ing six). This is a factor which tends to inhibit
further growth, since it reduces the surface ener-
gjf, and thus provides an explanation for the
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Fro. 2. The crystal structure of diopside projected
onto (a) diot,b plane and (b) dro",b plare showing
tho probable compositions of faces of 1Tttl and
{111}: symbols as in Figure 1.

better development of {001}. Also, the {001}
cleavage results in the breaking of fewer lbond-s
than a hypothetical 1tO1) cleavage. The projec-
tions of the diopside structure in the di?rr,6 and
&or,D planes are also quite similar @ig. 2). The
probable growth surfaces of {111} and {111}
are slightly'stepped' and are formed essentially
of M(2)-protosite polyhedra and terminal Si,O
tetrahedra as suggested in Figure 2, the M(2)-
protosito cations tending to inhibit subsequent
growth. The M(1) octahedm in the growth lay-
ers of {111} and {111} are in varying states
of completion. The two non-equivalent M(l)
octahedra in {111} have four and five crystal
oxygens, rgspectively. However, the growth
layer of {111} has one compl€te M(l\ octa-
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hedron and one with five crystal oxygens which
must favour development of this form, especial-
ly_ for alkali and ahrminous pyroxenes. The

{22L} growth layer (not illustrated) is not
stepped and includes equal numbers of M(t)-
and M(2)-protosite polyhedra formed largely
of crystal oxygens.

It has been shown that the structure of oli-
vine allows a direct qualitative explanation for
the relative order of importance of its common
crystal forms (Fleet 1975). The clinopyroxene
situation is somewhat more complicated, prin-
cipally because the development of the commoD
forms varies markedly, suggesting that the sim-

- (i,, ple structural controls are not overriding. There' / ) is some indication that the development of the
non-'prism' forms may be a function of crystal
composition and/ or chemical environment but
tho 'prism' forms, in particular, may exhibit a
wide variation in development within the same
environment. Clearly the factors leading to in-
hibition or stimulation of growth in these cir-
cumstances are little-understood at the present
time. However, tle crystal structure does fa-
vour development of the 'prism' forms over the
non-'prism forms and suggests that, of the
latter, the important ones should be {001} and

{111}. These are the forms most frequently
noted by investigators; for example, it has been
shown that { 111} is the dominant non-'prism'
form of sector-zoned titanaugite (L,eung 1974).

Hesrrs Assocrernn wrrH RAPrD
Cnvstelr,tzertoN

Fine-grained clinopyroxene is usually elon-
gate parallel to the c-axis. Augite and pigeonite
in the groundmass of basalts tend to be prisma-
tic and microlites of aegirine-augite and clino-
enstatite @allwitz et al. 1966) are acicular.
With more rapid cooling, clinopyroxene in cer-
tain mafic and ultramafic rocks develops very
intricate shapes; for example, swallow-tailed
augite occurs in alkali basalts (Strong 1969)
and feathery dendrites or spherulites have been
reported in dolerite (lVilson 1948), Apollo 12
basalt (Lofgren L97l), submarine basalt @ryan
L972) and, with apparently-skeletal, acicular
crystals, in spinifex-textured rock (Fleet A
MacRae 1975). Spherulitic and acicular clino-
pyroxenes have been produced in experiments
on Apollo 15 quartz-normative basalts (Lofgren
et aI. 1975).

The augite from the high-Mg basalt studied
by Fleet & MacRae (1975) has been investigated
in more detail. The feathery dendrites (Figs.
3a, e) are always (010) sections giving maximum
second-order, green-yellow interference colours.
Their radial elements have inclined extinction.
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Ftc. 3. Photomicrographs of a spinifex-textured rock showing the appearance of augite deadrites pa-
rallel to (010) (a and e), and transverse to (010) O, c, d and e); (f) oblique section of larger skeletal
augite grain with whiskery extensions: plain, polarized light.

are elongate parallel to the c-axis, and are ter-
minated by apparently-irrational (lr0l.) planes
(Fig. 3a). They often coalesce to form an inner
arcuate element which retains crystallographic
continuity with adjacent radial elements. The
skeletal, acicular crystals are merely sections
of the dendrites cut normal to (01O) (Figs. 3b,
c, d, e). The crystallographic orientation (and
thus the interference colours) varies progressive-
ly along their lengths and usually the leading
element is an (001) section and the tail element
if elongate, is a near-(100) section. The (001)
or near-c-axis sections are bounded by the forms
{110} and {010}, and are often arrowhead-
shapbd although larger grains may also form

box, spearhead, fleurde-lis or W shapes. The
largest grains, more acicular than dendritic,
approach the size and shape of clinoenstatite
microlites. The surfaces of the iniividual crys-
tal elements are often whiskery (Fig. 3f). The
whiskers are organized into spherulite-like
sprays which pass into and retain crystallo-
graphic continuity with the surrounding finer-
gfained groundmass. They appear to postdate
the development of the dendrites and probably
re?resent either a later phase of crystallization
from the liquid or devitrification. However,
they are ocoasionally associated with areas of
hydrothermal alteration.

The nucleation of new growth layers is a
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rale-controlling step and thus, during rapid
crystallization, crystal development tends to be
restricted to direstions of easy growth. The
shape of the radial crystal elements of the cli-
nopyroxene dendrites is sonsistent with the
evidence presentd earlier that the c-axis is
parallel to a direction of easy growth and that
for the'prism'forms [110]* and [010] are direc-
tions of diffisult growth. Ilowever, the arrange-
ment of the dendrites does suggest that the ra-
dial elements originate only after initial clino-
pyroxene nucleation by gfoWh approximately
parallel to [100], which may thicken by further
development to become an arcuate eleinent.
Once seeded, the radial elements extend out ra-
pidly toward tle nulrient. This growth requires
the removal of terminal ,oxygens or, more likely,
tho breaking of Si-O bonds in the liquid; clearly,
howover, the addition of Si,O t€trahedral units
to existing chains h more efficient than bridg-
ing by the M atoms. It is possible that growth
is facilitated by partial organization of the Si,O
tetrahedral chains in the liquid ahead of the
crystal-liquid interface.

Sncron-ZoNsn Cr-Nopyno:<rrvs

Sector zoning in crystals is characterized by
the presence of compositionally-distinct pyra-
midal segments subtended by faces of certain
crystal forms. The available data on sector-
zoned clinopyroxene can be organized into
three separate parageneses: (i) alkalic rocks,
(ii) pegmatitis bodies in diabases and tholei-
itic basdts, anal (iii) lunar rocks. These para-
geneses are summarized as follows:
(i) titanaugite and aluminous augite show en-
richment of A1, Ti, and total Fe in 'prism' sec-
tors ({100}, {010} and {110}) and enrichment
of Si and Mg in non-'prism' sectors ({111} and
{001}; Strong 1969; Hollister & Gancan l97tl
Ferguson 1973; Wass 1973; Leung L974). Ca
and Na show no consistent variafion. Of the
prism sectors, the study of Hollister & Gancarz
(1971) indicated a slight preference of Al and
Ti for {100}, and that of Ferguson (1973) sug-
gested a slight preference of Ca for {010}.
(ii) Pegmatitic augite tends not to develop
non-'prism' sectors (although Smith & Lindsley
1969, have tentatively identified a {001} sec-
tor). The existing data show no consistent trends
except that zoning is largely restricted to the
divalent cations. Preston (1966) has reported Ca
enriched in the {100} sector and Mg and Fe
enriched in the {010} sector whereas the data
of Nakamura (1974) show the opposite enrich-
ment, Mg and Fe in the {100} sector and Ca
in the {01O} (and {110}) sectors.

(iii) There is disagreement on the data for
Apollo lL augite (Ilollister & Galrcarz l97L).
Although, rn general, the data for it have simi-
larities with those for titanaugite, an earlier
report had srtggested that in one specimen Si,
Mg and total Fe prefer the {110} sector and
Al, Ti, Ca and Cr prefer the {001} sector
(Ifargraves et al, 1970). Apollo 12 pigeonite
has only {010} and {11O} sectors developed
with Ca enriched in the latter Qlollister et a/.
1971) and, as such, is analogous to the pegma-
titic augite described by Preston (1966).

It is evident that cousistent data only occur
for the distribution of certain elements between
'prism' and non-'prism' sectors in Ti- and Al-rich
clinopyroxene. Howevet, some of the inconsis-
tencies noted above may have arisen from the
misidentification of individual sectors tlrougb
limited material and anhedral and/or ophitic
Brlins; the identification of non-'prism' sectors
({111}, {001}, {111} and {101}) in such sir-
cumstances must be virtually arbitraryt

In regard to the probable origrn of sector
2sning in clinopyroxene, nearly all authorities
recognize tlat the sectors in most larger crys-
tals, from porphyritic and medium- and coarse-
grained rocks, developed contemporaneously, as
evidenced, for example, by the normal and
oscillatory-concentric sening in titanaugite
(Wass 1973), and the normal concentric zoning
in pegmatitic augite (Nakamura 1973), and not
by the later infniag of hollow sectors as ap-
pears to have happened with swallow-tailed
groundmass augite (Strone 1969) and pigeonite-
augito intergrowths in Apollo 12 basalts (Ilollis-
ter et al. 1971). There is some agreement tlat
sector zoning develops through rela,tively rapid,
non-equilibrium crystallization. Ilowever, the
growth rate should not exceed the diffusion rate
in the liquid as suggested by Wass (1973). Also,
diffusion in ,the liquid phase, between volumes
adjacent to different sectors, must be o coDS€-
quence of sector zoning and cannot be regarded
aa a cause of it (I*ung 1"974). It is appreciated
by many authors thaf the crystal structures of
gfowth layers of different forms are not the
same and that tlis is directly related to the se-
lective uptake of elements by the individual sec-
tors. Hollister and co-workers argue that, be-
cause of the valence imbalance involved, the
substitution of Al for Si will take place prefer-
entially on faces which allow a simultaneous
compensating substitution in the M(1) site.
However, one would expect that local valence
balance around the outermost oxygen atoms in
the growth layers would be maintained by ad-
jacenf cations in the liquid phase. More signifi-
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cantly, tlis concept fails to predict the strong
emichment of Si in the non-'prism' sectors of
titanaugi,te and atuminous augite. Nakamura
(1973) considerg that the coordination polyhe-
dra of the M(1) and M(2) protosites on {100}
growth layers are more flexible than those on

{010} growth layers and are able to accept Mg
and Fe rn excess of equilibrium amounts. Why
flexibility of the M(7) protasites should not
equally favour enrichment of Ca in the {100}
growth layers is not discussed. The suggestions
for a crystal-chemical control on s€ctor zoning
in clinopyroxene are lot limited to these two
examples, but the common problem faoing all
of them as unique explanations are the con-
flicting enrichmen( trends suggested by the
available analytical data. Even the strong en-
rishment trend for titanaugite and aluminous
augite does not persist in any consistent way in
clinopyroxene of ttre othsr two parageneses and,
in fact is apparently contradicted in at least
one instance. Cleady, more systematic analyti-
cal work is required, but a satisfactory explana-
tion of sssf61 s6ning in clinopyroxene may not
be forthcoming until advances have been made
in our understanding of the chemistry of solid-
liquid interfaces.
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